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	Plan recognition, activity recognition, and intent recognition together combine and unify techniques from user modeling, machine vision, intelligent user interfaces, human/computer interaction, autonomous and multi-agent systems, natural language understanding, and machine learning.


	Plan, Activity, and Intent Recognition explains the crucial role of these techniques in a wide variety of applications including:


	. personal agent assistants . computer and network security . opponent modeling in games and simulation systems . coordination in robots and software agents . web e-commerce and collaborative filtering . dialog modeling . video surveillance . smart homes In this book, follow the history of this research area and witness exciting new developments in the field made possible by improved sensors, increased computational power, and new application areas.

	
		Combines basic theory on algorithms for plan/activity recognition along with results from recent workshops and seminars
	
		Explains how to interpret and recognize plans and activities from sensor data
	
		Provides valuable background knowledge and assembles key concepts into one guide for researchers or students studying these disciplines
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Critical Reflections on Information Systems: A Systemic ApproachIGI Global, 2002
While implementing IS and IT in support of their business strategies, companies are looking for ways to bridge the gap between their competitive position and technological investment, including ways to use this investment to the advantage of the organization.  Critical Reflections on Information Systems: A Systemic Approach faces this challenge by...
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Parallel Science and Engineering Applications: The Charm++ Approach (Series in Computational Physics)CRC Press, 2013

	Developed in the context of science and engineering applications, with each abstraction motivated by and further honed by specific application needs, Charm++ is a production-quality system that runs on almost all parallel computers available. Parallel Science and Engineering Applications: The Charm++ Approach surveys a diverse and...
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Green IT: Reduce Your Information System's Environmental Impact While Adding to the Bottom LineMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Reduce the environmental and budgetary impact of your IT infrastructure

This groundbreaking work offers a complete roadmap for integrating environmentally sound techniques and technologies into your Information Systems architecture. Green IT explains how to adopt a business-driven green initiative and provides a...
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Mobile Telemedicine: A Computing and Networking PerspectiveAuerbach Publications, 2008
Wireless and mobile telemedicine has drawn attention from health care providers and recipients, governments, industry, and researchers. Th ough various practices have been exercised, the realization of telemedicine depends on advances in computing and networking techniques. In recent decades technological development in computing and networking has...
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Platform Interference in Wireless Systems: Models, Measurement, and MitigationNewnes, 2008
Intra-system EMC problems are becoming increasingly common in mobile devices, ranging from notebook PCs to cell phones, with RF/wireless capbilities. These issues range from minor annoyances to serious glitches which impede the functioning of the device. This book gives a thourough review of electromagnetic theory (including Maxwell's equations),...
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Radio Frequency Cell Site Engineering Made Easy (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This book introduces Radio Frequency Cell Site Engineering to a broad audience. The author blends theory and practice to bring readers up-to-date in key concepts, underlying principles and practical applications of wireless communications. The presentation is designed to be easily accessible, minimizing mathematics and maximizing visuals....
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